PizzaGate Scandal

Well-known pedophile code words were found in the e-mails of Hillary Clinton’s campaign chairman John Podesta. These code words are referring to sexual activities with children:

“hotdog” = boy
“pizza” = girl
“cheese” = little girl
“pasta” = little boy
“ice cream” = male prostitute
“walnut” = person of colour
“map” = semen
“sauce” = orgy

“Hi John, The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-related. Is it yours?”

“Ps. Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?”

“The next three months are going to be rougher internally than in Beijing. Between 7th and 1600, no fun. Hope you’re doing ok. I’m dreaming about your hotdog stand in Hawaii…”

“I think Obama spent about $65,000 of the tax-payers money flying in pizza/dogs from Chicago for a private party at the White House not long ago, assume we are using the same channels?”

More info can be found at the link below. The people in these e-mails are part of Washington’s elite, they are doing terrible things to children, you need to be made aware of this:

https://goo.gl/ropXb5
https://goo.gl/P02jH4